Modernize Finserv
Workspaces with
VDI Solutions
With Wipro virtuadesk™,
a hybrid cloud managed
workspace services solution
for the new normal.

Boost employee
engagement and agility with
consistent end-to-end user
experiences while optimizing
costs.

If you’re like most CIOs, you’re no stranger to IT budget
reductions and cost-cutting measures. While the pandemic
taught us that reducing costs is at times essential for survival,
this mindset can get in the way of your banking enterprise’s
digital transformation and long-term competitive advantage.
CIOs leading the pack take a proactive approach to cost
management, redirecting budget strategically to deliver higher
value to business no matter what comes their way.
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Recalibrate your remote
working strategic plan
Finserv CIOs adopted stop-gap solutions to
maintain operations and customer service in the
initial phase of the pandemic. Now, in recovery,
they’re taking a step back and looking at their digital
workplace transformation plans more strategically.
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Wipro virtuadesk™ for
remote and virtual work

2x

Financial services enterprises needing a digital

Better user
experience

workplace solution can complete a rapid employee
access setup by managing compliant desktop
infrastructure through centralized application

Quick stats

100%
Service uptime

delivery and real time monitoring, with 2x better
user experience, with Wipro virtuadesk™.
Whether you’re exploring virtual desktop
infrastructure (VDI) for the first time or are an
existing digital workplace services customer, it’s
important to consider scale and achieve ITbusiness alignment to prioritize critical functions,
roles, and regions to achieve desired business
outcomes.
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Up and moving forward
Regardless of your financial corporation's readiness level, Wipro can help you migrate to a modern,
secure, scalable, digital workplace

If you are exploring VDI for the first time, you should consider:
ü

Assessment phase – user profiling & application
analysis

ü

Network and connectivity aspects

ü

Application & data vs user proximity analysis

ü

Cloud allocation & hosting strategies

ü Security & end point strategy
ü User migration & change management aspects
ü User experience & performance management
ü ROI & TCO analysis

If you already have an existing VDI setup :
Goal 1: to expand a moderate VDI setup
ü

Assessment of requirements and the existing VDI control plane
and subscriptions

ü

Consulting and expansion analysis

ü

Identify maturity level and recommendation

Goal 2: to modernize and transform your virtual workspace
ü Transformational roadmap through a joint workshop
ü Identify new and modern workspace use cases
ü Capacity planning and forecasting

With enterprise-grade security for protection against data loss, Wipro virtuadesk™ is a
sustainable, agile, hybrid, modular long-term remote-working solution.
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What Analysts Are Saying
In a February 2020 report, Gartner, Inc., a
leading research and advisory company, named
Wipro for its Ability to Execute and
Completeness of Vision. They recognized Wipro
as a Leader in their 2020 Magic Quadrant for
Managed Workplace Services, Europe*.

2019 ISG Provider Lens™ Leader
"Wipro offers a strong solution for virtualized
desktop delivery. Its proven capabilities in the
broader workplace services and support
services markets make it a leader in cloud VDI."

Learn what sets Wipro Managed
Workspace Services apart in
Europe à
bit.ly/2EY9udJ
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Thank You

Want to see Wipro™
virtuadesk in action?
Schedule a live demo
with us.

Schedule a live demo with
ask.cis@wipro.com

* Gartner, Magic Quadrant for Managed Workplace Services, Europe, 25 February 2020, David Groombridge, Claudio Da Rold, Tobi Bet, Stephanie Stoudt-Hansen.
Gartner does not endorse any vendor, product or service depicted in its research publications, and does not advise technology users to select only those vendors
with the highest ratings or other designation. Gartner research publications consist of the opinions of Gartner’s research organization and should not be construed
as statements of fact. Gartner disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied, with respect to this research, including any warranties of merchantability or fitness
for a particular purpose. This graphic was published by Gartner, Inc. as part of a larger research document and should be evaluated in the context of the entire
document. The Gartner document is available upon request from bit.ly/2EY9udJ

